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Executive Summary
Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) offers a broad collection of cloud services from 
a single solution, delivered from the OCI bare metal stack to the OCI Classic 
(OCI-C) public cloud. These services provide basic security control for customer 
applications. However, cloud-native security doesn’t offer enterprise-level 
functionality, which has become common practice for on-premises deployments. 
In addition, the operating system, software packages, network connections, 
inbound/outbound traffic, and applications that are deployed by customers are 
the sole responsibility of the customer. Customers have the same responsibility 
to protect their cloud-based applications and enforce compliance as they do so 
for their on-premises applications. The Fortinet Security Fabric for OCI enables 
organizations to apply policies throughout their multi-cloud infrastructures for 
consistent enforcement and visibility.

Hybrid Cloud Is a Reality
The use of hybrid cloud and hybrid IT with a combination of cloud services and 
on-premises assets is now a reality for most enterprises. According to Technology 
Business Research (TBR), 51% of enterprises have adopted at least one workload 
that leverages a hybrid cloud or hybrid IT deployment method.1

OCI helps capture the huge demand for hybrid cloud solutions worldwide with its 
incumbent positioning in mission-critical enterprise application deployments. With 
the introduction of OCI-C, customers can set the pace for their own cloud adoption 
when needed.

Securing an Array of Public Cloud Use Cases
The Fortinet Security Fabric for public cloud extends consistent, best-in-class 
enterprise security to OCI. The Security Fabric protects business workloads across 
on-premises and cloud environments, including multilayered protection for born-
in-the-cloud applications. Fortinet Security Fabric for OCI supports a variety of 
common enterprise cloud use cases, including:

Hybrid Cloud. Businesses need seamless security orchestration that scales along 
with cloud workloads. The Fortinet Security Fabric includes next-generation 
firewalls (NGFWs) that complement native public cloud security functions while 
supporting secured and encrypted connectivity across every flavor of cloud 
infrastructure. They can be managed from either a public cloud deployment or 
on-premises in a private data center.

Secure Access VPN. As organizations increasingly adopt a “cloud-first” approach, 
they’re building out large, cloud-heavy infrastructures to support future IT growth 
and instant services to internal line-of-business customers. But they still require 
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secure remote access to these new IT infrastructures, including all internal 
applications and work-related tools. Fortinet delivers best-in-class performance for 
securing virtual private network (VPN) traffic and enables organizations to leverage 
the public cloud for building remote access VPN in the cloud. Fortinet delivers 
access to both applications residing in the cloud as well as on-premises applications 
connecting to the cloud over Internet Protocol secure (IPsec) VPN tunnels. 

How the Security Fabric Complements Native OCI Security
The Fortinet Security Fabric provides public cloud users with the ability to apply 
consistent policies throughout their multi-cloud infrastructures, resulting in 
consistent enforcement and visibility. The Fortinet Security Fabric offers deep, 
multilayer protection and operational benefits for securing applications over OCI and 
for managing global security infrastructures from the cloud.

Key capabilities of the Fortinet Security Fabric for OCI include:
Single-pane Control and Management. Both cloud and on-premises resources can be managed from the cloud. This simplicity 
helps eliminate human errors while reducing the time burden on limited IT staff.

Cloud-native Visibility and Control. Organizations gain in-depth visibility into their cloud application deployments. They no 
longer need to care for specific deployment configuration details, but rather get closer to an intent-based policy description. By 
using dynamic tags, address groups, and logical naming of cloud-based resources, security policies can follow while underlying 
resources scale-out or move throughout the cloud infrastructure.

Shadow IT Control. With organizations streamlining IT operations and consolidating security controls, many lines of business now 
directly source their own cloud-based services. The Fortinet Security Fabric offers IT departments better visibility into the use of 
public cloud infrastructures, and the ability to implement tighter control over usage patterns to protect the organization from risk.

The hybrid influence 
market size will grow 
78% year-to-year in 
2017, to $155 billion.2
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Figure 1: The Fortinet Security Fabric for OCI operational. 
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Integrated Defenses That Span the Full Attack Spectrum
The different solutions that comprise the Fortinet Security Fabric for public cloud were designed to increase end-user 
confidence in cloud environments. All of the Fortinet cloud products are based on Fortinet virtual machine (VM) form factors. 
Licenses purchased from a Fortinet channel partner for VMs are transferrable across platforms. For instance, the same VM 
license for FortiGate VM on VMware will work for the FortiGate for the relevant public cloud platform while using the bring-your-
own-license (BYOL) model.

The following products are part of the Fortinet Security Fabric for OCI:

nn FortiGate VM NGFWs deliver one of the industry’s best threat protection capability sets to defend against the most advanced 
known and unknown cyberattacks. FortiGate VM scales up and down with customer requirements and is offered at various 
sizes to align with the variety of supported use cases.

nn FortiWeb web application firewalls (WAFs) protect hosted web applications from attacks that target known and unknown 
exploits. Using multilayer and correlated detection methods, FortiWeb defends applications from known vulnerabilities and 
zero-day threats.

nn FortiManager provides single-pane-of-glass controls across the extended enterprise—offering insights into traffic and threats 
while overseeing policies. It includes features to contain advanced attacks as well as scalability to manage up to 10,000 
Fortinet devices.

nn FortiAnalyzer collects, analyzes, and correlates data from Fortinet products for increased visibility and robust security alert 
information. When combined with the FortiGuard Indicators of Compromise (IOC) Service, it also provides a prioritized list of 
compromised hosts to allow for rapid action.

nn FortiADC optimizes the availability, user experience, and scalability of enterprise application delivery. It enables fast, secure, 
and intelligent acceleration and distribution of even the most demanding enterprise applications.

Multilayered Protection That Reduces Risk
Fortinet breaks down the walls that inhibit security visibility and management between and across private, public, and hybrid 
cloud platforms—enabling security leaders to ensure their security networks cover the entirety of the attack surface. 

Core benefits of the Fortinet Security Fabric for OCI include:

nn Consistent security posture in a shared responsibility model, from on-premises to the cloud 

nn Comprehensive advanced security and threat prevention for OCI users

nn Continuous control and visibility through a single pane of policy management 

¹ “Hybrid is driving cloud and the overall IT opportunity,” Technology Business Research, April 2017.

2 Ibid.


